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Active Reading of Visualizations
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Fig. 1. Physical actions we observed during our study of active reading of node-link visualizations. Physical actions are ordered from
left to right by increasing physical engagement.
Abstract—We investigate whether the notion of active reading for text might be usefully applied to visualizations. Through a qualitative
study we explored whether people apply observable active reading techniques when reading paper-based node-link visualizations.
Participants used a range of physical actions while reading, and from these we synthesized an initial set of active reading techniques for
visualizations. To learn more about the potential impact such techniques may have on visualization reading, we implemented support
for one type of physical action from our observations (making freeform marks) in an interactive node-link visualization. Results from
our quantitative study of this implementation show that interactive support for active reading techniques can improve the accuracy of
performing low-level visualization tasks. Together, our studies suggest that the active reading space is ripe for research exploration
within visualization and can lead to new interactions that make for a more flexible and effective visualization reading experience.
Index Terms—active reading of visualizations, active reading, information visualization, spectrum of physical engagement
1 INTRODUCTION
We introduce the concept of active reading of visualizations using active
reading of text as an inspiration. By studying whether the ideas of active
reading of text might be applicable to the reading of visualizations,
we open the door to the possible benefits of applying ideas from the
extensive active reading research to challenges in reading visualizations,
such as visualization literacy [12, 38, 40]. Starting with a qualitative
study, we observed the actions people employed to read visualizations.
We developed an activity spectrum, which relates to active reading of
text, organized in Figure 1 as a spectrum of physical engagement. We
then investigated possible benefits of supporting some of these actions
for node-link graph visualization tasks. We found that people can
answer more accurately when provided with support for these actions.
Visualizations are usually carefully designed to support specific pur-
poses, such as acquiring information, understanding data-based stories,
or gaining new insights about data. However, regardless of how well-
crafted a visualization is, some effort is required to achieve the intended
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aim in reading the visualization. Such effort can be challenging in
both rudimentary and advanced reading. For instance, although our
knowledge about creating perceptually accurate visualizations is grow-
ing [68], there are still concerns about visualization literacy [12] and
challenges in supporting novices using visualizations [23, 40]. Support-
ing people in creative insight generation through visualization remains
a significant, ongoing challenge [49, 59].
Readers of text face similar challenges. One way they cope with
these challenges is through the established concept of active reading.
This encapsulates the purposeful, engaged reading of text at a range of
levels, from elementary reading for comprehension to advanced reading
across multiple sources to generate new ideas [3]. Active reading is
supported by various strategies that can take place internally in the
mind or can be further aided by externalization, i.e., the act of making
one’s thoughts visible to support cognition [37]. An example of an
internal active reading strategy is deciding to focus on specific parts
of a text, such as verbs or key points in an argument. Examples of
externalization-based active reading strategies are: highlighting parts
of a text, making annotations within a text, or taking notes about the
text. Active reading strategies are often discovered independently by
readers but are also developed and taught in schools [45] and are often
suggested as study skills for students (e.g. see [1]).
In this research, we propose and explore the concept of active read-
ing of visualizations as a parallel to active reading of text: active reading
of visualizations is the purposeful, engaged reading of a visualization
that combines internal and externalization-based reading strategies
with available interactions to gain deeper comprehension.
The first step of our exploration was to observe whether and how
people actively read visualizations via a qualitative study of people
reading paper-based node-link visualizations (study S1). We found
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that people do read visualizations actively, and that they used a wide
variety of actions (Figure 1). Combining these results with interview
data, we gathered an initial set of visualization-specific active reading
goals that group the low level actions under higher level goals. The
second step was to better understand the potential benefits of supporting
active reading of visualizations. We studied one group of actions that
emerged from our first study, marking and creation actions (making
and erasing marks), as these actions are involved in the higher-level
goals of decoding and analyzing a visualization. To support these
actions, we implemented a freehand annotation layer on top of a node-
link visualization that participants decoded and analyzed in order to
perform a set of low-level graph reading tasks (study S2). Results
show that supporting marking and creation actions improved accuracy
in performing our sample tasks with only a minor time cost, and that
this effect is greater for larger, more difficult tasks. This indicates that
supporting people in actively reading visualizations may facilitate their
use of visualizations. In summary, we contribute:
• The introduction and definition of active reading of visualizations;
• Evidence that people use a variety of active reading actions to
achieve various goals when reading visualizations (study S1);
• Evidence that there are benefits to supporting active reading goals
in interactive visualizations (study S2).
We conclude by discussing our results in context of Bertin’s [9] stages
of reading graphics and Adler’s [3] levels of active reading of text. Our
studies suggest that some advantages attributed to active reading of text
may apply to reading visualizations.
2 BACKGROUND: ACTIVE READING OF TEXT
We introduce the concept of active reading of visualizations by drawing
on parallel concepts from active reading of text.
2.1 Active Reading of Text
Adler [3] defines active reading of text with a focus on internal men-
tal activities, describing it as “the asking of questions” about a text.
Thus active reading is the process of reading while being deliberately
engaged with and thinking about the text. Questions are asked and
answered differently depending on the reader’s goals, efforts, and skills.
Adler identifies four levels at which a reader’s goals can differ. These
levels capture the wide applicability of active reading from basic under-
standing of text to developing new ideas within entire subject areas.
Elementary level: Pertains to basic literacy about a text. Strategies
such as circling all character names in a story and underlining new
vocabulary [55] are taught in reading education [45].
Inspectional level: Involves gaining a picture of the text using, for
example, systematic skimming strategies to understand the structure
and type of a book. One might examine the book cover, title, subtitles,
figures, and genre of text [55].
Analytical level: Has the goal of increasing one’s understanding
of the text, for example by “asking many, and organized, questions”
while reading [3]. This is related to a technique called close reading,
which is a systematic way of directly reading a text “to uncover layers
of meaning that lead to deep comprehension” [13].
Syntopical level: Involves reading multiple sources and construct-
ing new analyses that might not be present in any individual book [3],
for example in knowledge work when multiple documents must be
cross-referenced [2]. This can be linked to distant reading [46], a
technique in the digital humanities that uses statistics and visualizations
to understand texts by examining their features and structures [33].
Deep engagement with the text is what Pearson et al. [51] identify
as the primary task of active reading. However, active reading is
often supported by other activities, which Pearson et al. call secondary
tasks [51]. These secondary tasks often take the form of externalizations
such as note-taking, annotation, or marking up the text [2,47,50]. They
are also used for teaching reading comprehension [55].
2.2 Digital Support for Active Reading of Text
On paper, secondary tasks for active reading can be considered
“lightweight interaction” [51] because the reader does not need to con-
sciously think about them. However, in digital environments, support-
ing these tasks is more challenging. For instance, highlighting a word
in a digital reader typically requires finding and pressing a button to
enter a highlighting mode before selecting a cursor. This contrasts with
the fluid motion of highlighting with a physical highlighter. Because
of this, numerous projects have investigated the creation of digital ac-
tive reading environments, including: XLibris [57], LiquidText [64],
GatherReader [27], Matulic and Norrie’s pen-and-touch active reading
environment [42], and systems that support close reading [33]. The
design of some of these digital text reading environments was informed
by studies of active reading tasks [29, 63]. Some have also suggested
leveraging the digital environment to support new tasks, such as Text-
Tearing to create space for annotations [73] or word-scale visualizations
to allow cross-referencing within a text [22].
Whereas the main challenges in digitally supporting active reading
of text stem from matching the accustomed fluidity of reading on paper,
information visualizations have a smaller paper-based legacy, having
gained much of their popularity in their digital form. Information vi-
sualizations also do not have a standardized structure like text does;
however, they do share some parallels with text. Visualization liter-
acy [12] is a term borrowed from text. Collections of text documents
are a common type of visualization dataset, e.g. for sensemaking [7],
for the digital humanities [28], or for personal use [70]. The con-
tent of text can be visualized, as in, e.g., the content of documents in
DocuBurst [16], the content of a novel in Writing Without Words [56],
and the sonic topology of poems in Poemage [43].
2.3 Relating Active Reading to Visualization Research
The term “active reading” has not previously been associated with
visualizations. However, some interactions in visualizations, such as
annotation mechanisms, can be discussed in terms of active reading. In
visualization, such mechanisms have primarily been designed with the
intent of communicating thoughts to others during collaborative [41]
and crowdsourced analysis [24, 69], public discussion of narrative vi-
sualizations [30], and for authors of narrative visualizations to explain
data [60]. Sense.us [24] is an exception, in that it went beyond offering
the possibility of placing of text in sidebars or behind icons by provid-
ing a freeform graphical annotation layer. Interestingly, although this
layer was intended for collaboration, some people seemed to prefer this
graphical overlay for personal use [24]. Our exploration of active read-
ing may offer an explanation for this personal use: freeform annotation
provides rich support for active reading techniques.
While we recognize the considerable benefits gained from active
reading of text, our research goal is to unveil active reading behaviours
as they occur when people are reading visualizations. Thus, rather than
simply apply behaviours from active reading of text directly to visual-
izations, we study whether and how people actively read visualizations.
3 METHODOLOGY AND RATIONALE FOR THE STUDIES
Here we briefly explain our methodologies and the relationship between
them. McGrath [44] states that generalizability, precision and realism
are all desirable characteristics of empirical work, but are impossible
to achieve with a single study; to arrive at a complete understanding,
multiple studies are needed. Following this, we took the approach to
conduct two linked studies with different purposes.
Our first step towards laying the groundwork of active reading of vi-
sualizations is to establish whether people naturally read visualizations
actively. To achieve realism rather than generalizability, qualitative stud-
ies with small numbers of participants are increasingly valued [28, 48].
Observing people using non-digital artifacts has been a fruitful method
for expanding our perspectives on the possibilities of interactive sys-
tems, including visualizations (e.g., [14, 31, 32, 67]). Following this
approach, we designed a qualitative study with 6 participants, study S1,
to explore if and how people actively read visualizations.
Once we laid out the space of active reading actions and goals
via study S1, we designed study S2 to take a step towards precision.
Because moving towards precision narrows the scope that a single
study can encompass, we chose one subset of actions to study: marking
and creation. In S1, these corresponded to the active reading goals of
decoding and analyzing visualizations, which are of particular interest
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Fig. 2. The table set up: piles of paper visualization sheets (bottom); four
transparencies (middle); tools (top) are available for participant use.
to visualization researchers. One of the best ways to progress towards
precision is through controlled lab studies in which participants are
asked to perform low-level tasks (e.g., [15, 18, 61]). Following this
approach, with S2 we evaluated the accuracy and completion time of
18 participants for two low-level graph reading tasks, with and without
active reading support for marking and creation actions.
In choosing one of the many possible visualizations for this pair
of studies, we wanted a visualization that: 1) is at least moderately
common; 2) is easy to explain; 3) can be used to represent a dataset
that is familiar to people in general; 4) is feasible for use in both study
S1 and S2; and 5) is commonly enough studied in the visualization
community that tasks of varying difficulty are available in the literature.
We used node-link diagrams portraying social networks where the nodes
represent people and the links represent the relationships between them,
because they fill all of these conditions. This leaves room to study
additional types of visualizations in future work in this space.
4 S1: OBSERVING ACTIVE READING IN VISUALIZATION
We designed our qualitative study S1 to explore if and how people
actively read visualizations. To avoid the constraints and advantages of
software, we observed people working on paper-based visualizations.
4.1 S1: Participants, Set-up and Materials
We recruited six participants (3F, 3M, 18-24 years of age) using campus-
wide posters and word of mouth. We set up a table in a quiet room.
Two video cameras recorded the table, providing a top and a side view.
We used a social network dataset with ten nodes (persons) and four
types of links (knows, likes, loves, and dislikes). We gave participants
four distinct node-link views of this network, one for each type of link
(see Figure 3). Each view was available on letter-size paper and on
transparencies that could be layered to view several types of links at the
same time. We provided participants with a set of materials and tools:
blank paper, blank transparencies, tracing paper, water-soluble markers,
water and a cloth for erasing marks on transparencies, a regular pen,
erasable felt pens, scissors, tape, post-it notes, and paper clips. We
covered the table in white paper to make the transparencies easy to see.
4.2 S1: Procedure
First, participants filled out a consent form and a demographic ques-
tionnaire. Then the experimenter explained the visualization, taking
care to make a single mark on one of the transparencies to make it clear
to the participant that the materials were not too precious to be written
on. Next, the three phases of the experiment were: (1) questions, (2)
problem solving, and (3) interview. To start phase 1, the experimenter
told participants that they could use any tools or materials on the table,
and then gave them a sheet containing five questions related to the
visualization and space to write their answers. The questions asked
participants to find the most liked and most disliked people, those who
know the fewest people, those who love someone who doesn’t love
them back, and asked if there are any close-knit groups of friends.
These five questions were refined during pilots to require some count-
ing, comparisons, decoding and interpretation of the visual mapping.
Fig. 3. The four views (showing different link types) provided to partici-
pants on separate letter-sized sheets of paper.
They also covered a variety of common low-level visualization tasks
such as finding entities, outliers, clusters, and highly connected and
poorly connected entities. At the end of this first phase, participants
were asked to explain their strategies for answering the questions.
We designed phase 2 to observe participant behaviour in a more
difficult problem solving situation. During this phase, participants used
the same materials to solve the problem of how to organize a social
evening with all of the people depicted in the social network with
“minimal drama” due to incompatible relationships. Once they were
done, participants were asked to explain their problem solving strategy.
In phase 3, participants filled out a questionnaire about their active
reading habits when the information was on paper, on mobile devices,
and on personal computers. This questionnaire was given last because
the questions suggested active reading behaviours and we did not want
to bias the results by asking them think about active reading beforehand.
This questionnaire formed the basis for a semi-structured interview
about the participants’ active reading habits and how these habits related
to the strategies they used to read the visualizations.
4.3 S1: Analysis Method
Two researchers independently open-coded [62] phase 1 and 2 of the
video data for two different participants, looking at the synchronized
top and side recordings simultaneously. These researchers then itera-
tively coded additional participant data and discussed their codes until
reaching consensus. At this point, one researcher coded the remaining
videos, discussing questions as they arose to maintain consensus. The
interview in phase 3 was then analysed based on these codes.
4.4 S1: Results: Physical Engagement Spectrum
All participants demonstrated considerable physical movement when
reading the visualizations. As participants became more physically
engaged with the artifacts on the table, they exerted greater control over
what was in their field of view. We therefore split our codes into two
groups: view-preserving and view-altering actions. Figure 4 shows the
counts of actions for each participant for phase 1 and 2 of the study.
Ordering these actions according to increasing physical engagement
results in the physical engagement spectrum shown in Figure 4.
4.4.1 View-Preserving Actions
View-preserving actions maintain the arrangement and content of the
visualization sheets on the table. Through these actions participants
used their body to temporarily augment their view, e.g. by tracing
virtual links between nodes with their fingers to follow relationships.
Looking actions are those associated with participants exerting the
least control over the visualization: looking at, but not interacting
with, the visualization. We coded for moments when participants
changed their point of view, usually through head turns or posture
changes. We also coded for moments when gestures accompanied
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Fig. 4. Physical engagement spectrum with count of actions by phase for
each participant. The coloured stripes on the right-hand side indicate the
higher-level goals participants had when performing these lower-level
reading actions, based on the interview data.
viewing only. These included hover gestures, in which participants
held their hands in a specific, non-moving position; and non-specific
gestures, in which participants made hand gestures that did not directly
reference a particular aspect of the visualization.
Following actions are those in which participants performed ges-
tures that clearly referenced particular aspects of the visualizations,
without any contact. Participants tapped their pen or hand in the air.
They pointed to nodes or traced relationships within the visualized
network both away from the visualization and directly above the visual-
ization, where it was clear which nodes or edges were being referenced.
Contact actions are those in which participants made contact with
the visualization, either with their hand or mediated by a tool such
as a pen. We observed more following actions, such as tracing a
relationship while contacting the sheet, and touching the visualization
— either touching the marks or the sheet. Some participants touched
a sheet with one hand while looking at another sheet or touched one
mark with one hand while tracing relationships with the other hand.
4.4.2 View-Altering Actions
View-altering actions are those that changed the participants’ view in a
semi-permanent or permanent way. This refers to changes to the spatial
arrangement of sheets and to the markings visible on the sheets.
Positioning actions include those in which participants held a sheet
temporarily in a position. Participants either moved sheets around or
(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Examples of marks made (a) on top of the visualization and (b)
away from the visualization.
held the sheet up above the table. They moved sheets into and out of
their field of view, closer and further away, and they rotated, translated,
tilted, and layered the transparent sheets.
Marking actions are those in which participants marked the visu-
alization sheet, making or erasing marks on the visualization. This
includes modifying visual encodings, annotating, tracing over nodes or
edges with a pen, and erasing or scribbling out previously made marks.
Creation actions are those in which participants made new represen-
tations (see Figure 5), usually away from the visualization on a blank
sheet of paper. These include sketches, lists of node names in various
arrangements, textual phrases, and full textual sentences.
4.5 S1: Interpretation
The low level actions listed in Figure 4 demonstrate that there are
people who, when asked to use a visualization to answer some data
questions, make use of a variety of physical actions to answer these
questions. All participants used a variety of actions from the physical
engagement spectrum to actively support their reading during problem
solving. Figure 6 shows how the activity sequences of these low level
observable actions varied not just from person to person but also from
one problem to the next. By providing participants with a paper-based
environment, we gave them the freedom to support their reading actively
in ways that might not be available digitally.
Participants performed actions with increasing physical engagement
as questions got more difficult. In phase 1, question 5 was the most
difficult and time-consuming question, requiring synthesis of multiple
pieces of information and making decisions. For this question we saw
increased physical engagement in comparison to simpler questions, for
example more tracing and addition of marks onto the visualization. For
phase 2, where participants had to come up with a creative solution to a
problem, we observed different behaviours. They tended to first arrange
the visualizations within their field of view, and then use a separate
sheet of paper to create externalizations that represented the information
and their thoughts to support their problem solving strategy.
4.5.1 Goals for Active Reading of Visualizations
As we could not observe participants’ internal mental processes, we
combined our observations of physical actions with interview explana-
tions from our participants to infer some of the reasoning underlying
the actions we observed. Similarly to the variation shown in Figure 6,
participants might use one action for one goal (i.e. purpose) for a given
problem and apply the same action for a different goal at another time.
The actions were used as possible processes which might be useful
in different situations and for different goals. These goals include:
recognizing, tracking, re-organizing, decoding, and analyzing.
Recognizing: All participants spent considerable time simply look-
ing at the visualizations. The intent appeared to be to discover what
could be understood with minimal engagement. In coding for observ-
able actions, we coded simple looking activities, when they involved
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Fig. 6. Sequence of participant actions, colour-coded by category in the depth of physical engagement spectrum in Figure 4. The width of each
coloured block represents the duration of one action or of successive similar actions. This demonstrates how varied participants’ actions were, not
only for different participants but even for different tasks for the same participant.
head movement, as changing point of view actions. Simply looking at
the visualization, with or without head actions, accompanied all low
level actions except creation actions where the participants were look-
ing at their new creations instead. Even when limited to looking with
head movement, note the prevalence of this activity in the top row of
Figure 4 and its high frequency in Figure 6. The view-preserving action
of looking with head movements to change point of view contributes
both to recognizing and to reorganizing (below) because participants
were using this action to change their point of view.
Tracking: Keeping track of the elements in a visualization is chal-
lenging, particularly when there are many similar-looking elements. It
requires focused attention and the use of memory. To track, participants
used different tracing and following techniques. P2 noted, “I find that
with this [the vis] I need to highlight more and do more annotation
[. . . ] because it doesn’t, it’s kind of confusing to me to just look at.”
Many of the actions in the physical engagement spectrum contributed
to the different activities that participants used to keep track of their
understanding of the visualization. These included: view-preserving
actions such as hovering with either pen or hand, pointing or tracing
in air (either near or far), tapping, and pointing or tracing on the vis;
and some of the view-altering actions including making marks on vis
sheet, erasing marks on vis sheet, and making marks on other sheets.
Tracking was a frequent and diverse goal.
Participants also kept track of which information had been visited.
They used physical actions like annotating or highlighting nodes or links
as they were visited. Another tracking technique is to save the location
of an object of attention. This way of offloading memory was achieved
through pointing, touching, tapping and sometimes involved bimanual
actions. For example, P2 held a node with one finger while pointing to
its connected nodes as she followed outgoing links. These actions are
similar to those observed in the context of physical visualizations [34].
Reorganizing: Searching for and relating information between mul-
tiple views can be difficult. To cope, most participants spatially re-
organized the documents to set up the reading environment that suited
their personal preferences and needs. We observed all participants ar-
ranging views by moving the individual sheets primarily using position-
ing actions, move sheet and hold sheet from the physical engagement
spectrum. Figure 4 shows that all participants moved sheets for both
phase 1 and 2, ranging from 3 to 23 times. All participants preferred
their own unique arrangements. Arranging views placed a manageable
subset of views in front of a reader and may also place views within spa-
tial memory to reduce the time to search for views. Some participants
mentioned wanting greater reorganizational freedom. For instance, P2
wished to move nodes instead of redrawing them: “If I could have just
actually moved them [the nodes] and put them together myself [. . . ]”.
Decoding: Creating a visualization involves encoding data and de-
veloping a mapping from data to visual, spatial entities. When reading
a visualization the inverse is true. Part of the challenge is to decode
the visualization so that the visual-to-data mapping is understood. This
can be challenging when the encoding is unfamiliar. One technique
participants used was to re-encode the information to better suit their
own needs or internal representation. Most participants re-encoded
some information. P2 related this technique to her own active reading
practices, which favour note-taking: “I like to put it in my own order, I
guess? To make it easier for myself to understand”. The actions that
were used for the goal of decoding typically included view-altering
actions, especially making marks on vis sheet, erasing marks on vis
sheet, and making marks on other sheets. P2 added a new encoding
by superimposing the “dislikes” relationships onto the “likes” sheet
and drawing coloured crosses, a different encoding than the one used
in the original visualization. Using re-encoding techniques to help
decode the visualization may be a response to the difficulty of adapting
one encoding for multiple types of problems. This is in line with the
Congruence Principle for effective graphics: that “the structure and
content of the external representation should correspond to the desired
structure and content of the internal representation” [65].
Analyzing: Whereas the previous active reading goals support read-
ing information that is already present in the visualization, deeper
reading can involve integrating or synthesizing new information. This
goal of analyzing usually involved making marks on other sheets and
sometimes included making marks on vis sheet. In Phase 1, P5 anno-
tated each node as he counted its links. In Phase 2, P3 wrote a list of all
of the node names on her free sheet and crossed them off when she had
addressed them, saying, “That was so I don’t have to keep it all in my
head”. Analyzing often involved recording new information. Reading a
visualization may require making interim inferences, resulting in many
thoughts about the information and how it relates to the task at hand.
Storing this information in working memory can be overwhelming. To
tackle this, participants counted nodes and links or made calculations,
then recorded counts or calculations by making marks. Participants
used blank sheets to record partial or full solutions. These solutions
usually referenced elements of the visualization, such as specific nodes
or relationships. Participants sometimes used the blank sheet simply to
offload thoughts about the visualization or problem they were solving.
4.5.2 S1: Limitations
Through this study, we observed people in the context of engaging
with node-link visualizations, and using and adapting their own active
techniques as necessary to the tasks they were given. We observed
some comparable activities to active reading of text (marking, high-
lighting, making notes, etc.). However, since the representations of
visualizations and text are so different, more research is needed to better
understand the extent to which existing knowledge about active reading
of text can apply to active reading of a range of visualizations and tasks.
4.5.3 From Qualitative Results to a Quantitative Study
In this qualitative study, we observed that within the context of visual-
izations, people had their own active strategies that they used to help
themselves solve the assigned tasks. These were purposeful, engaged
actions that helped participants understand and work with the visualiza-
tions by combining active strategies (as observed via physical actions)
with internal strategies (as revealed via interviews).
Given the evidence from S1 that people use active techniques when
reading visualizations on paper, the next step is to determine whether it
would be useful to support such techniques with digital visualizations.
Any of these active reading techniques could be studied. To choose
which technique to study first, we focused on actions used during Phase
1, when participants were exposed to the visualization for the first
time and had to decode the visual mapping and develop their initial
understanding of the data. We also considered that view-preserving
actions could be used on existing digital visualizations without aug-
mentation. However, some view-preserving actions have corresponding
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view-altering actions. Specifically, tracing above, near, and on the sur-
face can be grouped with marking and creation actions; in combination,
this group of actions had widespread use (see Figure 4).
For our next step, we studied support for freeform annotation because
providing the ability to make marks on or adjacent to a visualization di-
rectly supports marking and creation actions. Freeform annotation also
makes it possible to employ a variety of other active reading techniques
that we observed: tracking, decoding, reinforcing encodings, adding a
new encoding, transforming and re-encoding subsets of information,
as well as analyzing actions such as recording counts or calculations,
recording partial or full solutions, and off-loading thoughts. Another
reason for choosing annotation is that this type of action can be sup-
ported with simple, familiar interactions with an easy learning curve.
5 S2: STUDYING BENEFITS OF ACTIVE READING SUPPORT
We conducted a within-participants full factorial design quantitative
study (S2) to determine whether providing freeform annotation to
support active reading can improve speed or accuracy when performing
low-level visualization tasks. We chose to study a basic active reading
support technique, providing a freeform annotation layer on top of an
interactive visualization, because it closely replicates what can be done
on paper (paralleling study S1), it supports both marking and creation
(from study S1 results), and it relates to the graphical overlay people
appropriated for personal annotations in Sense.us [24].
5.1 S2: Factors
The experiment included three factors: CONDITION was either BASE-
LINE (standard graph visualization interface with touch interaction) or
ACTIVE (standard interface augmented with an annotation layer with
pen and touch interaction). TASK was either DEGREE (node-counting
task) or REACH (accessibility task). N (N20, N40, N80) was the number
of nodes in the graph, i.e. the visualization complexity.
The basis of our experiment was a set of randomly generated static,
undirected, unweighted node-link graphs with curved edges, visualized
using D3 [10]. To ensure consistency across trials, we generated a set of
graphs with constraints (using D3’s force-directed layout) that all par-
ticipants used in randomized order within each task. We implemented
two basic touch interactions to aid readers in following connections
where nodes or edges are placed closely together and where edges
cross: touching a node highlighted its connected nodes and the edges
between them, and dragging a finger over an edge highlighted that edge
and the nodes connected to it (see Figure 7).
5.1.1 S2 Factor: Conditions
The BASELINE condition consisted of this basic touch-enabled imple-
mentation. The ACTIVE condition was identical but with the addition
of a layer on which marks could be made using a pen input device. We
call this layer the freeform annotation overlay. We implemented the
freeform annotation overlay illustrated in Figure 8 as an SVG group
placed on top of the D3 visualization. Participants could draw freehand
SVG paths over the graph in three different semi-transparent colours
(yellow, pink, and blue) and three different thicknesses, and could
also erase paths. Participants used a button-based palette at the right
hand side of the visualization to switch pen properties. Pen properties
persisted across study trials to allow for personal preferences.
5.1.2 S2 Factor: Tasks
In visualization it is common to study low-level tasks that can be com-
bined to accomplish more complex visualization-reading operations [5].
We selected two tasks from Lee et al.’s taxonomy of graph tasks [39]
that i) both involve counting and could be answered using the same
input modality (providing a number); ii) are of different categories in
the taxonomy [39]; and iii) are among the most discriminating tasks
that involve counting [21]. The two tasks are DEGREE (the number
of nodes that have the maximum degree) and REACH (the number of
nodes that can be reached from the selected node in two or fewer steps).
DEGREE is a topology-based counting task about adjacency (connec-
tivity) of nodes [39]. This is a compound task that requires participants
to both find the maximum degree and count the number of nodes with
Fig. 7. Illustration of the two kinds of touch interaction included in both
BASELINE and ACTIVE conditions. Nodes and edges remain highlighted
until either another element or the background is touched.
Fig. 8. Using touch interaction to highlight links while highlighting on top
of the graph using the freeform annotation overlay.
that degree. With this task, possible causes of errors are losing track
of which nodes have been counted and miscounting edges. Adjacency
tasks that consist of finding the most connected node have been fea-
tured in several previous studies [21,25,54,58], as have variants on this
task [4, 20], including our DEGREE task [26].
REACH is a topology-based counting task related to accessibility [39].
With this task, a possible cause of errors is counting nodes more than
once. Accessibility tasks appear in numerous studies, often in the form
of finding a path between two nodes [20, 21, 25, 26, 54, 58, 72].
These two tasks have the potential to be helped by active reading
support because we found in S1 that people keep track of nodes and
edges, often by making marks on top of the visualizations. Also, these
two tasks often reveal differences between visualization techniques
when the number of nodes increases [4, 26, 58].
5.1.3 S2 Factor: Numbers of Nodes
We tested graph sizes of N20, N40 and N80 (doubling the number
of nodes each time). This was based on our observations in S1 that
people used different active reading strategies when task difficulty
increased, suggesting that the benefits of ACTIVE could depend on
the difficulty of the task. Varying the graph sizes ensured that we
provided tasks of varying difficulty levels, and is in line with similar
studies [21, 26, 58, 72]. As is often the case (e.g. see [53]), we did not
balance N and participants were presented with datasets of increasing
complexity (N20, then N40, then N80).
5.2 S2: Hypotheses
Our hypotheses for the experiment were as follows:
H1 ACTIVE will result in lower error rates for both tasks. We
expect that having access to the freeform annotation overlay will
help participants keep track of the nodes they have counted, re-
sulting in greater accuracy.
H2 ACTIVE will have greater impact with larger graphs for both
tasks. Based on the results of S1, we expect that the freeform
annotation overlay is more useful when there are larger numbers
of nodes because of greater demands on working memory.
H3 ACTIVE will be slower than BASELINE for graphs of larger
sizes and will be only minimally slower for graphs of smaller
sizes. We expect that drawing on the freeform annotation overlay
will cost time in accordance with the active reading strategy used.
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5.3 S2: Design, Setup, and Participants
The experiment consisted of two CONDITION blocks. Each block
was split into two TASK blocks, which were themselves split into
three N blocks. The order of CONDITION × TASK was randomized
across participants, and N appeared in increasing order within each
block. Each CONDITION × TASK × N block consisted of 4 recorded
repetitions. In total, the experiment consisted of: 16 participants × 2
CONDITION (BASELINE, ACTIVE) × 2 TASK (DEGREE, REACH) × 3
N (N20, N40, N80) × 4 repetitions = 768 measured trials.
Our dependent variables were time and error. Time is the time spent
to perform a measured trial. Error magnitude is a percentage of the
correct answer: error = 100×| answer−correctcorrect |. This error measure has
been used for similar graph-related tasks [20] as it provides information
about the relative magnitude of the error rather than binary correctness.
This is quite useful for tasks where correct is a relatively large number.
We recruited 16 student participants not involved in S1 (aged 18
– 35 years, 7 females) via posters displayed on a university campus,
word of mouth, and mailing lists. Participants sat in a quiet room at
approximately 30cm from a 24 inch Wacom Cintiq 24HDT display
with pen and touch using the Chrome browser full screen at 1920x1200
resolution (see Figure 9). The experiment was video recorded. The
whole experiment took approximately 90 minutes. Participants received
a $20 remuneration for their participation.
Fig. 9. The physical study setup used a 24 inch pen-and-touch display.
A camera captured footage of participants’ hands on the display.
5.4 S2: Procedure
1. Preamble. The experimenter read an introductory script explain-
ing the experiment. Participants then filled out a short demographic
questionnaire. Participants proceeded through the study on their own,
following written instructions on the screen and using the touchscreen
to progress. An experimenter was available for questions at all times.
2. Tasks. When starting a new CONDITION block, participants had
unlimited time to familiarize themselves with CONDITION using a test
graph. In the ACTIVE condition, the interface prompted participants
to make use of the pen. Each CONDITION had two TASK blocks.
When starting a new TASK (twice per condition), an instruction screen
explained the task. Participants then performed two training trials and
they were encouraged to ask questions at this time. Once ready, they
proceeded to the block of measured N20 trials.
We measured the time to complete a trial from when the participants
pressed a button labelled ‘GO’, which made the next graph appear, to
when they input and confirmed their answer. To ensure that participants
understood the task, the interface showed correct answers after each
trial. Once the N20 trials completed, participants were asked “How
easy did you find this task?” and answered using a Likert scale (1: very
easy, 5: very difficult). This structure was repeated for N40 and N80.
3. Epilogue. After completing all trials, participants completed a
questionnaire about their experience and their active reading habits.
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Fig. 10. Error and time 95% confidence intervals for both conditions
for both tasks and by number of nodes. Black dots indicate the best
estimate while confidence intervals convey effect sizes. The gray areas
show error and time pairwise mean comparisons, that is, the participants’
differences between the two conditions.
5.5 S2: Results and Analysis
To report the results of our study, we follow the recommendation from
APA [6] and base our analyses on estimation using bootstrapped [36]
confidence intervals [17] instead of p-values. A 95% confidence interval
contains the true mean 95% of the time and conveys effect sizes [17],
making it possible to estimate differences. This approach has been
recommended for reporting statistical results in HCI over the traditional
null hypothesis significance testing (with p-values only), which leads
to dichotomous thinking [19]. It has seen increased use in HCI and
visualization (e.g. [11, 18, 35, 66, 71, 74]). We pre-specified all analyses
before conducting the experiment and tested on pilot data. This includes
the R scripts used for parsing the data, computing confidence intervals
of pairwise mean comparisons, and generating drafts of figures.
Figure 10 shows error magnitude and completion time by CONDI-
TION, TASK, and N, along with within-participant mean differences
between BASELINE and ACTIVE. The best estimates for each par-
ticipant were computed by using the mean of the participant’s four
measured trials within each CONDITION × TASK × N block. Black
dots are mean point estimates, i.e. best guesses, and black lines repre-
sent confidence intervals, whose width conveys effect sizes. For readers
familiar with p-values, a pairwise mean comparison confidence interval
that does not cross the 0 vertical line can roughly be interpreted as
p < .05. We qualify these results as strong if the pairwise comparison
shows a confident effect, that is, the confidence interval does not cross
the vertical axis at 0% (error magnitude) or 1.0 ratio (time). We qualify
the results as weak if there is probably an effect, but the confidence
interval is wide or crosses the 0% (for error) or 1.0 (time) vertical axis.
5.5.1 Analysis
Overall, the ACTIVE condition reduced the magnitude of error for larger
graphs with a time cost of up to 2.0×. The discussion that follows in
based on the pairwise mean comparisons shown in Figure 10.
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For DEGREE, ACTIVE resulted in lower error magnitude than BASE-
LINE for all N. The effect was strongest for N80, with a 12% reduc-
tion in error magnitude; small (< 10%) and weak for N40; and small
(< 10%) but strong for N20. This confirms our hypotheses H1 and H2
for DEGREE. The reduction in error magnitude came with an increase
in time (strong effect of CONDITION on time for all N). For N20, there
was a small (≈ 1.25×) cost of time to complete the task. For N40
and N80, the time cost was close to 2.0×. This partially confirms our
hypothesis H3 that there would be a larger time cost for larger graphs,
however, it differs from our original hypothesis that there would be a
minimal time cost for the small graph.
These results indicate that participants were able to use the freeform
annotation overlay to improve their accuracy in finding all nodes of the
maximum degree in a graph. We expected the difficulty of DEGREE
to increase with the complexity of the graph. Video records confirm
that participants leveraged the freeform annotation overlay to more
accurately keep track of previously visited nodes, of the degree of
visited maximum-degree nodes, and of the running total of maximum-
degree nodes. The longer times spent with ACTIVE make sense because
of the time it takes to draw annotations.
For REACH, ACTIVE resulted in strong reduction in error magnitude
for N80 (≈ 5%). For N20 and N40 the difference was weak and < 2.5%.
This confirms H2: the effect of ACTIVE is greater for larger graphs;
however we cannot confidently confirm H1 that ACTIVE has an effect at
all graph sizes. We observed a strong time cost of ≈ 1.5× for ACTIVE
for N20, however, we observed no differences in time for N40 or N80.
This does not confirm our hypothesis H3 that ACTIVE would be slower
than BASELINE for all N.
These results indicate that while N80 was difficult (> 10% error in
the BASELINE condition), participants leveraged the freeform annota-
tion overlay to find a more accurate answer. We expected the difficulty
of REACH to increase with the complexity of the graph. Video records
indicate that the freeform annotation overlay allowed participants to
mitigate this difficulty when the number of nodes to count was large.
For both DEGREE and REACH, the error for N40 appeared to be larger
than for N80 with ACTIVE. This may be because we did not counter-
balance N: N20 was simple enough that no active reading strategy
was needed, but N40 and N80 were more difficult. Once participants
reached N40, they needed to find an effective and comfortable active
reading strategy. By the time they reached N80, this strategy would
have been well established as compared to the beginning of N40.
Overall, these results show that people can leverage a freeform
annotation layer to read visualizations more accurately, though at some
time cost. This is particularly useful at higher graph complexities where
it appears that relying on internal mental representations and memory
becomes more difficult. Because participants were not trained in using
any specific active reading support techniques, this study shows the
ability of people to spontaneously create their own support techniques
as needed when the opportunity is provided.
5.5.2 S2: Limitations
Based on the results of S1 and on the rich variety of active reading
techniques for text, active reading appears to be a highly varied, indi-
vidualized activity that depends on a reader’s goals and skills. For this
reason, we did not impose any particular active reading techniques on
participants. While this allowed us to study whether the availability of
a freeform annotation overlay has an effect on reading visualizations, it
also created variance in the techniques used by participants. Therefore,
some participants may have used active reading techniques that were
not optimal for the task at hand. For instance, we found that one par-
ticipant highlighted every counted node and link in the DEGREE task,
greatly increasing completion time.
6 DISCUSSION
We investigated if the concept of active reading is applicable in a visual-
ization context, what this concept might mean in a visualization context
(S1), and if it provides measurable benefits for reading visualizations
(S2). We discuss these results in the context of Bertin’s [9] stages of
reading graphics and Adler’s [3] levels of active reading of text.
6.1 Using External Actions to Read Visualizations
The results of S1 demonstrate that there are active reading actions
that some people do apply in some visualization contexts. The paper-
based setup combined with the permission to make marks allowed for
considerable freedom in re-positioning views, in using transparencies
for filtering, and in annotating. In S1 all participants, spontaneously
and unprompted, manipulated and marked the views to varying degrees
and in a variety of ways. This observation of spontaneous actions that
parallel active reading actions is important because it suggests that at
least some portion of visualization reading can be aided by external
actions and that some people, when given the opportunity, naturally use
external actions to help themselves read visualizations.
The use of active reading does tend to lengthen the reading process.
This is in part because of the additional actions involved, as in S2,
where participants completed tasks more accurately, but also more
slowly, with the freeform overlay. In visualization, increased time
cost is often considered a downside. However, in active reading of
text, speed is a less important factor, as more emphasis is placed on
increasing comprehension, engagement, and insights into a text [3]. It
is in these more complex goals that active reading may have a place in
visualization as well.
6.2 Setting Active Reading of Visualizations in Context
From S1 we learned about the low-level observable physical actions
(Section 4.4), and, combining these with interviews, extracted the
higher-level goals (recognizing, tracking, reorganizing, decoding, ana-
lyzing) described in Section 4.5.1. These results relate to and extend
Bertin’s reading stages of graphics and Adler’s levels of reading of text.
Bertin [9] describes a 3-stage process for reading paper-based data
graphics: (stage 1) external identification of factors in the graphic that
relate to the reader’s existing knowledge; (stage 2) internal identifica-
tion, in which the reader examines and assigns meaning to the visual
variables’ encodings of the data; and (stage 3) perception of pertinent
correspondences, in which the reader performs basic data queries: el-
ementary (single data item), intermediate (group of data items), and
overall (overview of data in the graphic). Bertin specifically describes
each of these stages as internal mental processes. Despite the added
capacity for interactivity in information visualizations, much visualiza-
tion work has followed this assumption that internal mental processes
alone are sufficient to perform these reading tasks. Bertin’s reading
stages consider how to read, and his reading levels focus on questions
asked in terms of data. The inspiration from active reading of text is that
there are advantages to be gained by explicitly externalizing factors that
contribute to these reading processes (as opposed to internal processes
only). Our five high-level reading goals provide a framework for the
lower level actions that we observed as people used externalization to
help themselves read the visualizations.
Adler [3] identifies four levels at which an active text reader’s inten-
tions can differ (elementary, inspectional, analytical, syntopical — see
Section 2). Adler’s levels express increasing complexity and identify
specific contexts in which to apply active reading techniques.
Figure 11 shows correspondences between our five goals for active
reading of visualizations, Adler’s four levels of active reading of text,
and Bertin’s three stage reading process for data graphics. Adler’s
levels contain recommendations for externalizations along with internal
processes, while Bertin’s stages are described as internal mental activi-
ties. However, the goals of the 3 stages and the first 3 levels are quite
parallel. For example, Bertin’s stage 1, external identification, has the
goal of assessing what one can understand from one’s prior knowledge.
Adler’s level 1, elementary, is also about assessing what one knows
at the start of reading and adds that external actions, such as circling
known characters in a story, can help establish what is known at the
start. In our goals, Bertin’s stage 1 relates to recognizing and Adler’s
level 1 relates to both recognizing and tracking. Bertin’s stage 2 advises
examining the encodings within the graphic (relating to recognizing,
tracking with your eyes, and decoding), while Adler’s level 2 suggests
skimming to develop overview (a different behaviour) that also relates
to recognizing, broad-sweep tracking, and decoding. Bertin’s stage
3 involves reading and analyzing local, small group and global data
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Fig. 11. Relating our five goals for active reading of visualizations with
Bertin’s [9] three steps of the reading process, and Adler’s [3] four levels
of active reading of text.
(involving tracking, decoding and analyzing). Adler’s level 3 suggests
questioning actions (also involving tracking, decoding and analyzing).
Note that a correspondence to re-organizing, which needs inter-
activity, is not present in either Bertin’s or Adler’s list, possibly be-
cause neither printed graphics nor text can readily be re-organized.
Re-organization is available through interactivity in most visualizations
and to some degree was simulated in S1 through separate views, trans-
parencies and annotation. While Bertin did not mention re-organization
in his stages of reading, he worked with the power of re-organization
on comprehension by developing methods [8, 52] for reordering ma-
trices. Bertin was fully aware of the role of graphic manipulation in
the reading process, writing: “[Manipulation] is fundamental. It is the
internal mobility of the image that characterizes the modern graphic”,
and that a graphic “is not drawn once and for all; it is constructed
and reconstructed until it reveals all the relationships constituted by
the interplay of the data.” [8] Another exception is Adler’s syntopical
level, in which he refers to reading across many different texts for
meta-analytic purposes. It would be worth investigating whether this
parallel holds to situations in visual analytics where analysts work with
many visualizations in multiple and coordinated views.
While Bertin’s stages, Adler’s levels, and our spectrum of physical
actions (Section 4.4) are fundamentally different in terms of actions,
Figure 11 shows that they can be related in terms of reading goals.
Similar goals being achieved by a diversity of actions suggests that a
great variety of actions, both internal (Bertin) and external (Adler, S1)
can lead to successful reading and comprehension. We hope that this
discussion will interest others in exploring which actions are best suited
to which visualizations for different reading comprehension goals.
7 IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN
Our two studies, S1 and S2, suggest several interesting design oppor-
tunities. One of these is exploring how to best support active reading
in digital environments. Some popular visualization interactions have
parallels in active reading practices (i.e. brushing and linking, high-
lighting). A possible design direction is to consider how to adjust such
existing interactions to better support active reading. However, our
studies reveal a rich variety of actions, many of which are typically not
or only partially supported in interactive visualizations. The behaviors
identified during these studies suggest that there is room to extend
our digital environments to come closer to supporting the diversity of
activities that exist with paper. Implications for future research include
enhancing visualizations with freeform annotation support, providing
active reading for different types of visualizations, and exploring the
possibility of supporting personalized active reading.
An important implication for the design of new visualization systems
is considering and supporting naturally occurring active reading actions.
Since teaching active reading of text has been shown to improve imme-
diate comprehension and subsequent reading comprehension [55], it
is possible to envision that active reading visualization environments
might also come closer to the goal of amplifying a visualization reader’s
cognition by assisting and guiding active reading tasks.
8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work contributes to our understanding and characterization of visu-
alization reading tasks. Through these studies, we identified low-level
observable actions that we grouped into higher level goals. Because of
the multiplicity of possible visualizations and the variation in tasks that
engage visualization reading, we may only have discovered a subset of
the possible visualization reading actions and goals. Creating a fuller
reading task taxonomy is an important future research direction.
While our studies indicate that it is likely that the potential benefits
of active reading may translate to visualization comprehension, they
just scratch the surface of the investigations needed to fully understand
the possible benefits. For example, both of our studies used just one
type of visualization, node-link diagrams. Additionally, to keep the
studies to reasonable lengths for our participants, a limited set of tasks
were used. It is quite likely that different actions might be associated
with different visualizations. The active reading techniques uncovered
in S1 simply set the stage for the beginning of an active reading theory
for visualization. Exploring the extent to which these ideas generalize
to other visualization types and tasks requires considerable future work.
Supporting a wide variety of styles within a single visualization may
be important because just one active reading technique is unlikely to
fit all readers. However, just as there are sets of active text reading
techniques taught to students, it may be possible to teach visualization
readers sets of strategies, suggesting the possibility of a toolbox of tech-
niques to choose from when reading. The spectrum of low level actions,
together with the list of active reading goals, provides a framework that
the Vis community can use to uncover more active reading techniques.
9 CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we proposed the concept of active reading of visualiza-
tions as a parallel to active reading of text, defining active reading of
visualizations as the purposeful, engaged reading of a visualization that
combines internal and external reading strategies with available inter-
actions to gain deeper comprehension. Exploring the concept of active
reading of visualizations is a step towards better supporting the needs
of readers of visualizations. Our qualitative exploratory study results
show that, in a paper-based visualization context, people perform a
large number of physical actions with the visualizations to support their
reading process. Our quantitative study results demonstrate that the
support for active reading actions that can be achieved with a freeform
annotation layer in an interactive environment (including altering views
by making marks on or near visualizations) leads to measurable im-
provements in the accuracy of reading visualizations. Together our
studies led to five high-level goals for active reading of visualizations:
recognizing, tracking, reorganizing, decoding and analyzing.
Comprehensive exploration of active reading of visualizations has
all indications of continuing to be fascinating. This work unveils many
future directions including: exploring whether teaching how to read
visualizations actively will bring benefits similar to those with text;
how to effectively support positioning actions for active reading of
visualizations; investigating visualization parallels for the syntopical
reading level for text; and discovering what is appropriate support for
active reading in digital environments. This initial exploration of active
reading of visualizations suggests that it is worth investigating new
ways to support readers of visualizations such as by offering access to
a variety of low-level active reading actions.
10 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
In the interest of replicability, we provide additional materials about the
studies on the accompanying website: http://innovis.cpsc.ucalgary.
ca/supplemental/Active-Reading-of-Visualizations
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